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Abstract. This paper presents a proposed method for improving the prediction
ability of the Use Case Points method. Our main goal is to use the Least
Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator Regression methods to find out
which of the technical and environmental complexity factors significantly affect
the accuracy of the Use Case Points method. Two regression models were used
to calculate the selected significant variables. The results of several evaluation
measures show that the proposed estimation method ability is better than the
original Use Case Points method. The Sum of Squared Error of the proposed
method is better than the results obtained by the original one. The study also
enables project managers to understand how to assess the technical and envi-
ronmental complexity factors better - since they do have an important impact on
effort estimation.

Keywords: Software effort estimation � Use Case Points � Multiple linear
regression

1 Introduction

Software Development Effort Estimation is a critical factor in the early phase of the
software development life-cycle. Therefore, the success or failure of a software project
relates on the accuracy of the estimated effort [1]. The Use Case Points (UCP) method
is used for software effort estimation in the early software development stages. Karner
was the first to develop the UCP method [9]. The method is based on structured Use
Case Diagram descriptions - (scenarios), and analysis of the actors. Structured
descriptions -, or transaction-based representation is a prerequisite for UCP. The result
obtained by the UCP method in a project is by assigning a “weight” to a specific
number of factors that affect it. Then, starting from those factors, one can find out the
corresponding effort by software size and fixed productivity factors - (20 person-hours).
However, this method has been analysed in literature and it was shown that it has low
accuracy in effort estimation [7, 15, 21].

Several researchers have expressed interest in Use Case-based approaches along
with their initial applicability. For this reason, many methods have been proposed [6, 8].
These methods are suitable for different complexity, type, domain, environments,
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software, etc.; but, they do not always lead to optimal results due to some issues or
factors. Most methods only focus on changing the Unadjusted Use Case Point (UUCP)
value - which represents the weights assigned to clustered actors and use cases. How-
ever, the accuracy of the estimation is affected by many factors.

The UCP method has two adjusting factors - the Technical Complexity Factor
(TCF), and the Environmental Complexity Factor (ECF). There are some difficulties
when trying to assign values to these adjusting factors. Assigning values to ECF may
be difficult since there is often no basis for comparison [16]. Project managers have to
guess what was meant by each factor and try to recollect other projects with which this
project can be compared. The specific issue is that ECF defines the experience level of
each project team. Therefore, it is difficult to suggest that the team evaluate their work -
especially when the project managers are estimators and have to assign values to the
ECF. Some of the TCF was unclear. For example, factor T10 ‘Concurrent’, showed a
certain level of difficulty. This factor could include parallel processing, parallel pro-
gramming - or whether the system is stand-alone, or interfaces with several other
applications. Assigning values to this factor may be not accurate since there are no
guidelines in the UCP model to explain exactly what this factor is supposed to measure.
The project managers decided that - in this case, it meant interfacing with other sys-
tems, and gave the factor a high score. Luis et al. [10], identified the main factors
affecting the accuracy of the estimation of the UCP method - which are ECF and TCF.
According to this review, these factors affect the estimation accuracy and require a re-
evaluation. Therefore, a slight variation in the weight value of the adjusting factors
could dramatically affect the software size, and then the estimating effort. Nassif et al.
[12] highlighted the need to refine the parameters used as adjusting factors that are
directly related to estimations that are calculated using the UCP method.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 defines the research questions
and evaluation measures. Section 3 presents the methods applied. Section 4 decribes
the proposed method. Section 5 shows the experiment evaluation. Section 6 presents
the conclusions of this study.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 Research Question and Hypothesis Formulation

The research questions explained by this analysis are as follows:

RQ1: Which correction factors significantly affect the accuracy of the UCP method?
RQ2: Is the proposed method more accurate than the UCP method?

The sum of squares is one of the most important outputs in assessing the model.
The general rules is that a smaller sum of squares indicate a better model [18].
Therefore, we assume that the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) of the proposed Opti-
mising Correction Factors (OCF) method will be significantly lower than the UCP’s
SSE. A lower SSE indicates that the OCF method can better explain the data-while a
higher SSE indicates that the OCF model is poor in explaining the data. In order to
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decide whether the method is better capable of estimation, a statistical hypothesis was
tested:

Ho: SSEUCP ¼ SSEOCF : There is no difference between OCF and UCP estimation
capability = No difference in estimation errors.
H1: SSEUCP [ SSEOCF : There is a difference between OCF and UCP estimation
capability = There is a difference in estimation errors. The SSE of UCP is greater
than the SSE of OCF which means the OCF estimation capability outperforms UCP
estimation capability.

This paper compares the accuracy of the OCF with that of the UCP, using a pair of
two sample t-tests [22]. The paired t-test for two samples is used as a test of the null
hypothesis that the means of two normally distributed populations are equal. The t-test
will be used for the SSE evaluation.

2.2 Evaluation Criteria

In effort estimation, different criteria are needed to evaluate the effectiveness of models
- like standard evaluation. The accuracy in terms of the Mean of Magnitude of Relative
Error (MMRE) and Percentage of Prediction within x% (PRED(x)) are the two most
common metrics proposed and used in software engineering [6]. Both parameters are
based on the so-called Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE) quantity. The Sum of
Squares Errors (SSE) - is an important metric for measuring modeling error variations
[18]. The equations are given as follows:

MRE ¼ ŷi � yij j
yi

ð1Þ

MMRE ¼
PN

i MRE
N

ð2Þ

PRED 0:25ð Þ ¼ 1
N

XN

i

1; if MREi\0:25
0; otherwise

�
ð3Þ

SSE ¼
XN

i
e2i ð4Þ

Where, N is the number of observations, yi is the known real value, ŷi is the predicted
(estimated) value, �y is the mean value of predicted values, and e is the residual error
value. The purpose of these results is to keep MMRE, and SSE minimalised and PRED
(0.25) maximised. The most important criterion for the scope of our evaluation is the
SSE minimal value, because it means that the OCF method attained optimal
performance.
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3 Methods

3.1 Use Case Points

The UCP is calculated by computing four basic size metrics [9]. The first metric is
obtained from the Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW); shown in Eq. (5).

UAW ¼
X3

i¼1
ai � wi ð5Þ

Where, ai is the number of actors in the ith actor type and wi is the associate complexity
weight for each type. The actors are classified into three levels based on complexity in
Table 1.

The unadjusted use case weight (UUCW) is calculated as shown in Eq. (6).

UUCW ¼
X3

j¼1
ucj � wj ð6Þ

Where, ucj is the number of use case in the jth use case type and wj is the associate
complexity weight for each type. The use case complexity is classified into 3 cate-
gories, based on the number of transactions in the use case, (see Table 2).

The Technical Complexity Factor (TCF) in Eq. (7) can be calculated from the set of
13 factors.

TCF ¼ 0:6þ 0:01�
X13

i¼1
ti � fwi

� �
ð7Þ

Where, ti is the value of complexity factor i, and fwi is the weight of factor i. TCF is
considerd as a correction value that describes a set of important factors for the project.
Table 3 presents the TCF as defined in the UCP.

The second correction value is based on the environmental complexity factor
(ECF) in Eq. (8).

ECF ¼ 1:4� 0:03�
X8

i¼1
ei � ewi

� �
ð8Þ

Where, ei is the value of complexity factor i, and ewi is the weight of factor i. ECF is
computed from a set of 8 factors that describe the non-functional requirements. Table 4
depicts the environmental factors.

The final result of the estimation (UCP) in Eq. (9) is calculated as an aggregate of
four metrics UAW, UUCW, TCF and ECF.

UCP ¼ UAWþUUCWð Þ � TCF � ECF ð9Þ
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Table 1. Actor classification and their weights.

Actor classification Complexity weight

Simple 1
Average 2
Complex 3

Table 2. Use case classification and their weights.

Use case classification Number of transactions Complexity weight

Simple (0–4) 5
Average <4–7> 10
Complex (7–1) 15

Table 3. Technical complexity factors

Factor ID Description Weight

T1 Distributed system 2
T2 Response adjectives 2
T3 End-user efficiency 1
T4 Complex processing 1
T5 Reusable code 1
T6 Easy to install 0.5
T7 Ease of use 0.5
T8 Portable 2
T9 Easy to change 1
T10 Concurrent 1
T11 Security feature 1
T12 Access for third parties 1
T13 Special training required 1

Table 4. Environmental complexity factors

Factor ID Description Weight

E1 Familiar with RUP 1.5
E2 Application experience 0.5
E3 Object-oriented experience 1
E4 Lead analyst capability 0.5
E5 Motivation 1
E6 Stable requirements 2
E7 Part-time workers −1
E8 Difficult programming language 2
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3.2 Regression Shrinkage and Selection Using LASSO

This research paper uses the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator -
(LASSO) to address variable selection in regression analysis [4, 13, 14]. The technical
and environmental complexity factors - (considered as correction values) that describe
a set of important factors for the project in the UCP method are analysed. We evaluate
these correction values in order to determine their contribution to effort estimation. The
correlations to real project size and correction value correlations are measured.

LASSO regression is a method that performs two main tasks: L1 - regularisation
and feature selection. It forms a constraint on the sum of the absolute values of the
model variables, where the sum is required less than an upper bound (a fixed value).
The method aplies a shrinking - (regularisation) process which penalises regression
variables - (correction value) coefficients by shrinking some of them to zero.

During the feature selection process, the correction values that still have a non-zero
coefficient after the shrinking process are selected to form part of the model. The goal
of this process is to minimise prediction error - (the sum of squared errors - with an
upper bound on the sum of the absolute values of the model parameters). The LASSO
method is defined by the solution to the l1 optimisation problem - (the formulation used
by Buhlmann et al. [5]):

minimize
Y � Xbk k22

n

 !
subject to

Xk

j¼1
bk k1\t ð10Þ

Where, t is the upper bound for the sum of the coefficients. This optimisation problem
is equivalent to the parameter estimation below:

b̂ kð Þ ¼ argminb
Y � Xbk k22

n
þ k bk k1

 !
ð11Þ

Where, Y � Xbk k22 ¼
Pn

i¼0 Yi � Xbð Þi
� �2

; bk k1¼
Pk

j¼1 bj
�� �� and k� 0 is the variable

that controls the strength of the penalty; the larger the value of k, the greater the amount
of shrinkage. The relation between k value and fixed value t is a reverse relationship. It
is certain that, as t becomes infinity, the problem becomes an ordinary least squares;
and k will become 0. However, this is vice versa when t reaches 0, all coefficients will
shrink to 0; and k will go to infinity.

In this research paper, we use LASSO regression for its variable selection prop-
erties. When we minimise the optimisation problem, some coefficients are shrunk to
zero - i.e. b̂i kð Þ ¼ 0; for some values of j - (depending on the value of parameter k). In
this way, features with coefficients equal to zero are excluded from the model.
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4 Optimising Correction Factors

This section describes how to optimise the UCP method by considering correction
factors. The proposed method improves the accuracy of the estimation by suggesting a
new formula for calculating the correction factors in the UCP method. We have called
this the Optimising Correction Factors (OCF) approach.

OCF can be divided into three phases. The LASSO-based Selection Phase - (Phase I),
applies the LASSO regression with the determined regularisation parameter k to extract a
selected variable set; as shown in Eq. (11). In practice, the tuning parameter k, which
controls the strength of the penalty, assumes great importance. Indeed, when k is suffi-
ciently large then coefficients are forced to be exactly equal to zero, and so dimensionality
can be reduced in this way. The larger the parameter k is, the more the number of
coefficients is shrunk to zero. In this phase, we determined the appropriate k value using
the Leave One Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) technique [19, 20]; where the R-Square
attains its maximum value. This technique is used because of its deterministic property -
and suitability for small datasets.

LASSO regression is used to obtain the TCF and ECF correction coefficients - as
described in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) respectively.

y TCFi ¼ a0 þ
X13

i¼1
ai � ti � fwi ð12Þ

y ECFi ¼ b0 þ
X8

i¼1
bi � ei � ewi ð13Þ

Where, y TCFi be Real P20
UAW þUUCWð Þ�ECF � 0:6

� �
� 1

0:01, y ECFi be Real P20
UAW þUUCWð Þ�TCF�

�
1:4Þ � �1

0:03, and a0; ai b0; bi are the regression coefficient parameters obtained from the
LASSO regression; Real P20 is the real size of software projects from historical
datasets. The LASSO-based selected variables in TCF and ECF are designated as LaTF
and LaEF respectively - (see Table 5 and Table 6).

The Model Fitting Phase - (Phase II), here, the regression model has the selected
variable sets (LaTF and LaEF). Least Squares Regression (LSR) is used to obtain the
coefficients for LaTF and LaEF in Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) respectively. LaTF and LaEF
values represent the final technical and environmental complexity factors - (correction
factors), in the OCF method.

y LaTFi ¼ a0 þ
Xn

i¼1
ai � LaTi �WLti ð14Þ

y LaEFi ¼ b0 þ
Xm

i¼1
bi � LaEi �WLei ð15Þ

Where, let y LaTFi and y LaEFi be the TCF and ECF from the historical dataset; n is
the number of LaTF; m is the number of LaEF; and a0; ai b0; bi are regression coef-
ficient parameters obtained from LSR.
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LaTF and LaEF are obtained according to Eq. (16) and Eq. (17).

LaTF ¼ a0 þ
Xn

i¼1
ai � LaTi �WLti ð16Þ

LaEF ¼ b0 þ
Xm

i¼1
bi � LaEi �WLei ð17Þ

The Use Case Point Estimation Phase - (Phase III) is determined. The effort esti-
mation final result of the proposed OCF method is described by Eq. (18). This is
calculated as the aggregate of four UAW metrics - (viz Eq. (5), UUCW (viz Eq. (6),
LaTF (viz Eq. (16), and LaEF (viz Eq. (17).

UCPOCF ¼ UAWþUUCWð Þ � LaTF � LaEF ð18Þ

Table 5. LASSO-based technical factors (LaTF)

LaTi Description Weighting factor (WLt)

LaT1 Distributed system 2
LaT2 End-user efficiency 1
LaT3 Complex processing 1
LaT4 Reusable code 1
LaT5 Easy to install 0.5
LaT6 Ease of use 0.5
LaT7 Easy to change 1
LaT8 Concurrent 1
LaT9 Security feature 1

Table 6. LASSO-based environmental factors (LaEF)

LaEi Description Weighting factor (WLe)

LaE1 Application experience 0.5
LaE2 Object-oriented experience 1
LaE3 Lead analyst capability 0.5
LaE4 Motivation 1
LaE5 Stable requirements 2
LaE6 Part-time workers −1
LaE7 Difficult programming language 2
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5 Experiment Evaluation

5.1 Project Dataset

The OCF method is evaluated according to the dataset prepared by Silhavy et al. [17],
which contains data on 70 projects. We also use a standard of 20 person-hours per UCP
[9] for comparison and estimation purposes, as an efficiency comparison of the
methods, without considering the productivity factor. These dataset characteristics are
described in Table 7.

5.2 Model Evaluations

Goodness of fit was evaluated with an adjusted R2. Table 8 shows fitted models with
the selected variables.The LASSO-based selection dropped four factors - (T2, T8, T12,
T13) in TCF; and one factor - (E2) in ECF.

The remained variables were statistically significant at kTCF ¼ 0:001223 and
kECF ¼ 0:002413. The adjusted R2 = 0.89 also describes that the goodness of fit for
LaTF and LaEF regression models that contain selected variables. Table 9 shows the
regression formulas obtained for each model. LaTF and LaEF models are linear models.

Table 7. Dataset characteristics

Median
man-hours

Median
Real_P20

Standard
deviation

Minimum
Real_P20

Maximum
Real_P20

n

Dataset 6406 320.3 33.21 288.75 398.5 70

Table 8. Variable selection results in TCF and ECF

Variable selection in
TCF

Variable selection in
ECF

(Intercept) 8.108256 (Intercept) 0.73294
T1 0.958168 E1 –

T2 – E2 0.281381
T3 1.051899 E3 1.108032
T4 0.964772 E4 1.097029
T5 0.998221 E5 0.965594
T6 0.995997 E6 0.946942
T7 1.006057 E7 0.943941
T8 – E8 0.962185
T9 0.996075 Adjusted R2 0.89
T10 1.001304
T11 0.979878
T12 –

T13 –

Adjusted R2 0.89
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5.3 The OCF and UCP Method Comparison

In this section, OCF is compared with UCP - where UCP represents Karner’s UCP
method - (viz Eq. (9)). As can be seen in Table 10, the OCF method is demonstrably
better than the UCP method with MMRE, PRED(0.25) and SSE. The PRED(0.25)
OCF method is more than 60% better than the result obtained by the UCP method.
The SSE and MMRE of OCF are both better than UCP. Therefore, one can conclude
that the OCF method can produce more accurate estimations.

The t-test result of the hypothesis is given in Table 11. The hypothesis computa-
tional test results - (MRE, MMRE, PRED and SSE), show that OFC is the best in terms
of estimation accuracy. SSE was tested at the 5% significance level, and the p-value -
(0.0245), in this scenario is below the 5% significance level. This means that one can
reject the null hypothesis. Thus, leading one to accept the alternative hypothesis (H1),
which states that the OCF method is more accurate than the UCP method.

Table 9. Regression formulae: LaTF and LaEF models

LaTF� 0:05674þ 0:00953 � LaT1 �WFt1 þ 0:010582 � LaT2 �WFt2 þ 0:009666 � LaT3 �WFt3
þ 0:009928 � LaT4 �WFt4 þ 0:011672 � LaT5 �WFt5 þ 0:001985 � LaT6 �WFt6 þ 0:020019

� LaT7 �WFt7 � 0:0303 � LaT8 �WFt8 þ 0:168137 � LaT9 �WFt9

LaEF� 1:380776� 0:010579 � LaE1 �WFe1 � 0:033354 � LaE2 �WFe2 � 0:032892�
LaE3 �WFe3 � 0:029148 � LaE4 �WFe4 � 0:028628 � LaE5 �WFe5 � 0:028577 � LaE6 �WFe6�
0:029007 � LaE7 �WFe7

Table 10. Comparison of estimation method performances.

UCP OCF

MMRE 0.527 0.283
PRED(0.25) 0.38 0.66
SSE 236881.001 202202.185
n 70 70

Table 11. t-test hypothesis results.

Degree of freedom t Value p Value

69 2.0037 0.0245
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6 Conclusion

The effect of the TCF and ECF correction values were studied, and the OCF method for
software development effort estimation was proposed.

As for RQ1, it can be shown that LaTF and LaEF impacted estimation accuracy.
The significantly contributed factors in LaTF are the Distributed System - (LaT1), End-
user Efficiency (LaT2), Complex Processing (LaT3), Reusable Code (LaT4), Instal-
lation Ease (LaT5), Ease of Use (LaT6), Portablity (LaT7), Concurrence (LaT8), and
Security Feature (LaT9). The significant contributive factors in LaEF are Application
Experience (LaE1), Object-Oriented Experience (LaE2), Lead Analyst Capability
(LaE3), Motivation (LaE4), Stable Requirements (LaE5), Part-time Workers (LaE6),
and Difficult Programming Language (LaE7). The results are valid for the experimental
dataset described herein.

Both LaTF and LaEF are significant for estimation purposes since they affect size
estimation and allow the OCF method to increase accuracy as compared to the UCP
method.

As regards RQ2, it can be concluded that the OCF method is better than the UCP
method. The OCF method estimation accuracy is outperformed - (viz Table 10). When
comparing OCF SSE to the OCF method, one can see that this provides a more than
15% improvement. Similarly, the UCP method had a PRED(0.25) of 0.38; while the
OCF method achieved a PRED(0.25) of 0.66.

More datasets will be tested in future work. Comparisons with Machine Learning
methods will also be performed.
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Please correct and return this set

Instruction to printer

Leave unchanged under matter to remain

through single character, rule or underline

New matter followed by
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or
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or

and/or

and/or

e.g.

e.g.

under character

over character

new character 

new characters 

through all characters to be deleted

through letter   or

through characters

under matter to be changed

under matter to be changed

under matter to be changed

under matter to be changed

under matter to be changed

Encircle matter to be changed

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

(As above)

linking characters

through character    or

where required

between characters or

words affected

through character    or

where required

or

indicated in the margin

Delete

Substitute character or

substitute part of one or

more word(s)
Change to italics

Change to capitals

Change to small capitals

Change to bold type

Change to bold italic

Change to lower case

Change italic to upright type

Change bold to non-bold type

Insert ‘superior’ character

Insert ‘inferior’ character

Insert full stop

Insert comma

Insert single quotation marks

Insert double quotation marks

Insert hyphen

Start new paragraph

No new paragraph

Transpose

Close up

Insert or substitute space

between characters or words

Reduce space between
characters or words

Insert in text the matter

Textual mark Marginal mark

Please use the proof correction marks shown below for all alterations and corrections. If you  

in dark ink and are made well within the page margins.

wish to return your proof by fax you should ensure that all amendments are written clearly


